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With groundwater temperature, hybrid-genetic  
algorithm is employed to locate multi-passage concen-
trated seepage underground to increase the probability 
of optimal global solutions, calculation efficiency and 
precision. The parameters of concentrated seepage 
passages (CSPs) indicated initially by the previous  
optimization and attraction basins of modified tem-
perature residuals are evaluated again by the pro-
posed full parameter optimization. The smaller CSP 
impacts on the stronger are eliminated, since all the 
parameters associated with all the CSPs are calculated 
by the last one-off optimization. In this case, three  
optimization steps are implemented with crossover 
fractions of 0.8, 0.5 and 0.45 (0.3), and the modified 
resultant residuals are 13.441, 2.27 and 0.7 individual-
ly. Results of this method are more effective compared 
to those from other methods and actual applications.  
 
Keywords: Abutment, dam safety, hybrid-genetic algo-
rithm, geothermal temperature, seepage. 
 
TO effectively repair abutments and dams which are 
scoured by concentrated seepage passages (CSPs), the 
seepage locations need to be identified. Using under-
ground temperature for dam leakage detection is a rela-
tively fast, more environment-friendly as well as practical 
approach1. Some studies indicate that this method is be-
coming fully independent and quantitative2–8. The lowest 
temperature method for location detection has been pro-
posed and adopted earlier9,10.  
 Based on the principle of heat conservation and ther-
mal equilibrium, analytical solutions to flux and single 
CSP location in the field of initial homogeneous tempera-
ture are calculated numerically6. Parameters representing 
CSP characteristics are estimated following the tempera-
ture data calibration with vertical thermal gradient11. 
Theoretical models and objective functions are esta-
blished for planar CSP detection12. The number and ini-
tial locations of the CSPs are obtained by analysing 
spline interpolation curves of the temperature data or 
their residuals, and an inverse technique is applied for 
multi-CSP location detection1. A global optimization, 
composed of simulated annealing (SA) or genetic algo-
rithm (GA) and multi-start (MS), is employed to estimate 
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the locations of CSPs13. The sub-step optimization 
adopted in these studies fixes parameter values from the 
previous step and does not take into account minor CSP 
influence on major CSPs.  
 In this study, several methods, including narrowing the 
variable range via attraction basins (ABs), parallel com-
putation, analysing and selecting the right crossover-
fractions, hybrid algorithm and sub-step optimization for 
the CSP initial locations are adopted. Parameters of 
CSPs, identified by the previous optimization and ABs of 
modified temperature residuals are substituted into the 
objective function as unknown variables for the following 
optimization, called full parameter optimization. Thus, all 
the parameters passed down from previous optimizations 
are estimated again by the last step to eliminate the  
impact of weak CSPs on the strong ones.  
 Integrating a local search method with GA can help 
overcome most obstacles from finite population size, 
provide a better solution, improve the exploiting ability 
without limiting exploration of the search algorithm and 
speed up convergence to exact global optimum.  
 In a site with CSPs, exploration axes are set approxi-
mately vertical to the groundwater flow direction recog-
nized by a geological investigation. Temperature 
detection holes are drilled vertically at appropriate dis-
tances. Temperature data collected at distances along ver-
tical holes are calibrated with a geothermal gradient from 
which the recharge style and lowest temperature plane are 
identified. A modified temperature graph is achieved by 
moving the whole curve up for the recharge type of low 
groundwater temperature, where the temperature abnor-
mality implies potential CSPs1.  
 Based on the lowest temperature and modified temper-
ature residual characteristic method14, the objective func-
tion for GA is established as  
 
 f = ||errori – max[errori]||22, (1) 
 
where f is the objective function in an optimization, max 
returns the maximum, ||•||2 implies a two-norm. errori 
represents the residual temperature vector (temperature 
for the first optimization) expressed as follows for one-
off optimization6 
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where Ti denotes the temperature datum at detection point 
i, k the kth optimization, n and l are the CSP numbers 
from direct iteration and residual analysis of (k – 1) opti-
mization respectively, βs are coefficients and xi and x0j 
are coordinates of the ith temperature detection point and 
jth CSP location.  
 In the hybrid optimization algorithm for CSP detection, 
Fmincon15, finding the minimum of a constrained non-

linear multivariable function is implemented following 
GA. The minimum of a problem is specified by eq. (3)  
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where x is the independent variable representing detec-
tion locations and f ′(x) an objective function for ‘Fmin-
con’ relayed from GA, returns a scalar. Function c(x) and 
matrix A together with vector b denote the constraint  
conditions between x that include several components; 
while lb and ub the lower and upper bounds respectively.  
 Parameter values that control the computation process 
are assigned in four ways: (1) Conventional parameters 
such as population type, initial score, population range, 
selection function, elite count and migration interval are 
set based on the literature16–18. (2) Crossover fractions are 
studied prior to each optimization step. (3) Trials deter-
mine parameter values of the stopping criteria. (4) The 
others are set by default.  
 The initial guesses of parameters associated with CSP 
characteristics significantly impact the optimization  
effectiveness and duration. Sub-step residual analysis is 
employed to search initial CSP locations within ABs 
formed by temperature and/or residual curves, and the 
limits of the AB are set as the bounds. Some initial values 
are directly from previous optimization results, and  
others are from the AB number of initial temperature or 
its residuals.  
 In general, coordinates of the bottoms of ABs are set as 
initial CSP locations. If a bottom exactly corresponds to a 
detection point, the initial value is set near, but not at the 
point. Constraint bounds to a CSP location are deter-
mined according to the scope and symmetry of the  
corresponding AB. Trials and experiences initialize other 
coefficients. Table l lists the parameter settings.  
 The computation procedure divided into three steps 
and presented as follows:  
 
(a)  According to the lowest initial temperature curve, 

the number, initial locations, abnormality extent and 
relative abnormality of ABs are determined. The re-
lation between objective function values and cross-
over fractions is studied at a step of 0.05, and the 
crossover fraction corresponding to the smallest and 
stable function value is adopted. Initial values are 
assigned to associated parameters and constraint 
bounds in the objective function.  

(b)  After hybrid GA is performed with previous set-
tings, the temperature residual mean, errori/i, is cal-
culated. If the mean is not more than the detection 
precision (DP), the computation is completed. The 
values of parameter 0i are deemed as the CSP loca-
tions when the objective function is minimum.  
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Otherwise, values of 0i are substituted into eq. (2) 
to obtain a modified residual vector  

 
  xei = errori – max[errori]. (4)  
 
  The total CSP number and constraint bounds are  

determined by the previous optimization and distri-
bution of the corresponding modified residual xe. 
After the right crossover fraction is determined, all 
the initial values and control computation parame-
ters are substituted into eq. (2) to give a new objec-
tive function for the next optimization.  

(c)  Step (b) is repeated until the residual mean meets 
the stopping criteria.  

 
This method is applied to an engineering project, a reser-
voir dam-abutment, to verify its effectiveness. Conditions 
and issues of the abutment, the distribution of the geo-
logy boreholes arrangement and the lowest ground tem-
perature data are listed in Wang and Pan1. The detection 
axis is appropriately perpendicular to the groundwater 
flow as illustrated in the document 1.  
 Groundwater recharge of the dam-abutment is low-
temperature type10. The distribution of the lowest temper-
ature data illustrates only one AB, of which the bottom 
coordinate is about 50 m as the initial location of the first 
CSP. The AB range is anywhere from 0 to 90 m as the 
lower and upper bounds respectively. The objective func-
tion for inverse analysis is as in eq. (2), where k = 0; 
l = 1, and there are three parameters for optimization.  
 
 

Table 1. Conventional parameter settings 

Parameters  Value/setting 
 

Population   
 Type  Double vector  
 Size  8000  
 Creation function  Uniform  
 Initial population  Constraint dependent 
 Initial range  [–10, 10] 
Migration   
 Fraction  0.2  
 Direction  Both  
 Interval  20  
Constraint   
 Initial penalty  10  
 Penalty factor  100  
Fitness scaling function  Rank  
Selection function  Stochastic uniform  
Reproduction elite count  0.05* Population size  
Stop criterial  
 Generations  500  
 Time limit  ∞  
 Fitness limit  –∞  
 Stall generations  50  
 Stall test  Average change  
 Function tolerance  10–6  
 Constraint tolerance  1 × 10–6  
 Stall time limit  ∞  

 According to Figure 1 a, the function falls at two val-
ues, 17.0 and 13.4, and the larger value is reached at five 
points of crossover fractions. All crossover fraction val-
ues corresponding to the large objective-function value 
and only one to the small are isolated. The longest seg-
ment of the continuous crossover fractions corresponding 
to the lowest function value centres at 0.8 between 0.65 
and 0.95, which produces relatively stable lowest func-
tion value. Therefore, 0.8 is adopted in this optimization.  
 Table 2 lists the other settings and iteration results. 
Successful convergence course is demonstrated in Figure 
2 a, and the middle optimization is specially enlarged to 
illustrate the convergence details. Generation diversity is 
noticeable. The mean value aggregates quickly from 
6.09 × 104 to 5441 just through 10 generations, then to 
345.4 through 20 generations, but slows down over later 
generations. The mean value changes slightly between 
13.445 and 13.443, in the middle of which the curve 
shows a gradual and gentle incline. The ultimate objec-
tive-function and tolerance values denote adequate con-
vergence.  
 The first location estimated as 60.829 m and impacted 
by other CSPs is farther from detection point #10 than 
those of 38.16 and 38.65 m by SA1,15, MS and GS16. The 
value of the objective function is less than those by SA 
(17.04), GS (17.03) and constraint nonlinear minimiza-
tion (19.30), but larger than that by MS (10.63).  
 The mean objective function, modified temperature re-
sidual divided by detection point number, is larger than 
DP (0.1°), which indicates that new CSPs exist and need 
to be located by next optimization. Initial values for the 
next objective function are determined by the modified 
residual abnormality from this optimization. The modi-
fied residual distribution implies only one AB denotes a 
new CSP, and its bottom is near 180 m from detection 
point #10.  
 Considering a new CSP from the analysis above, k, n 
and l equal to 1 are substituted in the second objective 
function, in which errori is expressed as  
 
 errori = Ti – β11 – β12 × ln|xi – x01| – β13 × ln|xi – x02|, 
 (5)  
 
where five parameters are expected to be optimized.  
 It can be seen from Figure 1 b that the new function 
depending on crossover fractions falls at six values. The 
two biggest objective-function values are significantly  
 
 

Table 2. First optimized leakage location by hybrid-GA 

 
Parameters  

 
β01 

 
β02 

 
x01 

Objective  
function value 

 

Iteration result  2.637 2.955 60.829 13.441 
Lower and upper 
 bounds 

[0, 20] [0, 30] [20, 90]  
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Figure 1. Relation between values of objective function and crossover fractions of each optimization: a, first opti-
mization; b, second optimization; c, four CSPs in the third optimization; d, five CSPs in the third optimization.  

 
 

larger than others. The longest stretch of continuous low-
est values is from 0.2 to 0.75, of which the centre 0.5 is 
selected as the crossover fraction in the second optimiza-
tion.  
 Linear constraint condition is added to this optimiza-
tion for two CSPs with different seepage intensities. The 
specific relationship between the two CSPs is determined 
by the relative abnormal magnitudes of the two ABs. 
Other settings are identical to those in the previous  
optimization. Table 3 lists some of them, together with 
optimization results.  
 As shown in Figure 2 b, the second optimization suc-
cessfully converges. The generation diversity is good in 

that the largest mean is as large as 8.78 × 104, slightly 
larger than that of the first optimization. The mean aggre-
gates quickly to 7018 over four generations and to 1099 
over eight generations, then shows slow variation as it 
gets smaller over many generations. The middle iteration 
indicates that the mean fluctuates at inconsistent ampli-
tudes between about 300 and 600 over most of the dura-
tion. The mean and distance are greatly larger than those 
of the first optimization, but their general processes are 
similar.  
 The objective function value (2.27) corresponding to 
the best individual is distinctly less than 13.441 from the 
first optimization. The seepage intensity of the second 
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Figure 2. Converge process and best individuals of each optimization: a, first optimization; b, second optimiza-
tion; c, four CSPs in the third optimization; d, five CSPs in the third optimization. 

 
 

Table 3. Settings and results of the second optimization 

Parameters  β11 β12 x01 β13 x02 
 

Results  2.6 × 10–3 2.613 41.256 0.841 172.587 
Initial scope [0, 20] [0, 20] [30, 80] [0, 20] [150, 190] 
Computation parameters  Objective function Generations Function account Population Function tolerance 
Set or back values  2.271 227 2280086 10000 1 × 10–10 
   

 
CSP is weaker than that of the first, because β13 is much 
less than β12. The first CSP location from this optimiza-
tion is less than that from the first, demonstrating that the 
second CSP has a large impact on the first location.  
 The modified residual distribution after the second  
optimization illustrates graphically three intact ABs with 
different abnormal magnitudes. The modified residuals 
vary from 0 to –1.2, the mean of which is still larger than 
DP (0.1°), though much less than that in the first optimi-

zation. Therefore, the next optimization needs to be per-
formed. Three intact ABs appear with bottoms near 140, 
230 and 340 m. The new initial locations and constraints 
are set for the third optimization according to the bottom 
locations, abnormal ranges and relative magnitudes of 
ABs. 
 The modified residual from the second optimization at 
detection point # 2 is close to DP. So this abnormality 
may or may not arise from the actual CSP. Two situations 
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Table 4. Settings and results of the third optimization 

Parameters  β21 β22 x01 β23 x02 β24 x03 
 

Result 1  2.465 × 10–4 2.730 39.791 0.436 179.491 0.242 139.565 
Result 2 1.053 × 10–3 2.713 39.861 0.453 179.374 0.250 139.435 
Bounds  [0, 20] [0, 20] [30, 80] [0, 20] [90, 240] [0, 20] [80, 170] 
 

Parameters  β25 x04 β26 x05 Objective function value Generations Population 
 

Result 1 0.0301 220.000   0.706 1152 400 × 9 
Result 2  0.0219 220.000 6.57 × 10–3 345.674 0.428 2213 400 × 11 
Bounds  [0, 20] [200, 280] Function  

accounts 
461671  

(Result 1) 
600359  

(Result 2) 
Function  
tolerance 

1 × 10–6 

        
 
are considered for the third optimization to compare the 
results.  
 For the situation ignoring the minimum AB between 
300 and 380 m, the parameters n, l and k equal to 2 are 
substituted in eq. (2) to give a new objective function. 
Nine variables need to be estimated by the third optimiza-
tion.  
 Figure 1 c shows the relation between the new objec-
tive function and crossover fractions. The new function 
obtains several different values, of which the largest is 
near 2.5 and far from others on the vertical coordinate. 
Most of the values are between 1.5 and 0.4, but two 
points have the smallest function value and are isolated. 
The value corresponding to the crossover fraction of 0. 45 
is unstable compared with the previous value (Figure 
1 b). After several computational trials, it was found bet-
ter to select 0.45 as the crossover fraction.  
 Figure 2 c shows the convergence process for the best 
individual, mean and final variable values for four CSP 
situations. The generation diversity is also good in that 
the largest mean, 1.47 × 104, has the same order of mag-
nitude as those in previous optimizations. The mean in 
the middle iteration fluctuates inconsistently and sharply 
locally at variation amplitude of 200 and lower. Distance 
between the smallest mean and the best individual is me-
dium compared with the previous value. The distance be-
tween the mean and best individual converges. The mean 
aggregates quickly to 288.4 over five generations, then 
much closer to the best individual, gradually decreasing 
over many generations similar to previous optimizations.  
 The objective function value (0.706) corresponding to 
the best individual is distinctly less than 13.441 and 2.27 
of the previous optimizations.  
 For the situation covering minimum AB, parameters 
n = 2, l = 3 and k = 2 are substituted in eq. (2) to update 
parameter errori in the new objective function, in which 
11 variables need to be estimated numerically.  
 Figure 1 d shows the relation between the new function 
and crossover fractions. All values can be divided into 
three groups: one is larger between 1 and 1.7, another  
between 0.7 and 0.3, and the last is the least value includ-
ing 2 points separated and unstable. The function value 
reaches close to its minimum more gradually at the cross-

over fraction of 0.3 than at 0.7; so 0.3 is selected as the 
proper crossover fraction for its relatively stable function 
value. The objective function values are generally not 
stable, similar to the situation of the four CSPs.  
 The convergence process of the third optimization for 
the five CSP situation shown in Figure 2 d is similar to 
that for the four CSP. It shows higher diversity in the 
front segment and good convergence of individuals  
thereafter. Compared with the four CSP, the largest mean, 
as large as 1.47 × 104, has the same order of magnitude 
signifying good generation diversity. The distance con-
verges and the mean value aggregates quickly to 281.4 
over five generations and gradually slows down, which is 
similar to the four CSP optimization. The mean in the 
middle iteration fluctuates inconsistently, sharply locally 
at variation amplitude of 200 and more frequently than 
that of the four CSP situation. Distance between the smal-
lest mean and best individual is much closer than that of 
the four CSP situation, but a little large.  
 Generations (thousands) in the two situations for four 
CSP and five CSP are much more than those (about  
several hundred) in previous optimizations. Table 4 lists 
some control parameters and calculation results for these 
two situations.  
 According to the third optimization for four and five 
CSPs, the final mean objective-function values are 0.0706 
and 0.0725 respectively, much lower than DP of 0.1°. 
Thus, all CSPs are considered to have been ascertained 
by this hybrid GA, and the optimization process should 
end. In this case, three major CSPs and two minor CSPs 
develop and affect the reservoir-abutment safety to dif-
ferent extents. The locations of major CSPs (from detec-
tion points #10 to #1) are 39.8, 179 and 139 m, whereas 
the minor ones are located at 220 and 346 m.  
 The maximum values of objective functions changing 
with crossover fractions decrease gradually from about 
17, 5.0 to 2.5 and 1.7. The minimum also decreases grad-
ually from about 13.4, 2.6 to 0.1, and the individual  
variation range has the same tendency from 3.6 to 0.8  
almost at the same pace. The objective function continuity  
becomes poor from the first to the last step. More local 
minimums of the objective function are isolated, and the 
result is more unstable.  
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 According to actual optimization steps, the objective 
function value decreases from 13.44, 2.27 to 0.7 from the 
first to the last optimization. All the iterations converge 
distinctly and rapidly. Individuals in all optimizations are 
diversified for the selected large population and the large 
magnitude of the objective function. After a rapid  
decrease, convergence has different characteristics. The 
constantly changing current individuals indicate many  
local optima.  
 The coefficient values imply the seepage intensities of 
CSPs. The largest, β22, indicates that the first CSP has the 
strongest seepage intensity; the second largest, β23, is 
about 0.16 times the largest; the third largest, β24, is about 
0.5 times the second. The second smallest is β25, about 
0.1 times the third largest, and much smaller than the 
three larger CSPs. The smallest β26, is about 0.3 times the 
second smallest and significantly smaller than the others. 
 As impact from weak intensive CSPs on the right side 
are eliminated, the first CSP location continuously de-
creases from 60.829 to 41.256 to 39.86 during optimiza-
tion. The final location is farther from point #10 than 
38.66 by another method13. The initial second CSP loca-
tion (172.59) from this method is also larger than that 
(170.53) from SA15, but increases (179.8) when the effect 
from minor CSP on its left is eliminated. The location 
(139.4) of the third CSP is also greater than 99.2 by SA15, 

and locations 220 and 346 of the fourth and fifth CSPs 
are significantly smaller than 260 and 367, with a larger 
objective function value of 1.89 by other methods13. 
 Influences from the fifth CSP, with the smallest see-
page intensity on other CSP locations are not that effec-
tive as on the coefficients, since the absolute per cent 
relative differences of the locations between the two situ-
ations are no more than 0.18% and the absolute per cent 
relative differences of coefficients between the two situa-
tions are from 0.63% to 37.44%. The fifth CSP has  
significant impact on the constant, β21, in one order of 
magnitude difference, and more on β25. Among the  
effects on locations, the fifth CSP affects the first loca-
tion most and the fourth least almost without variation. 
 Based on the optimization results, some conclusions 
can be drawn: 
 The first CSP, about 39.8 m from detection point #10, 
has the most significant impact on abutment safety; the 
one about 139 m from point #10 has the second most signi-
ficant impact, and the third one is at 179.3 m. These are 
the three principal causes of water loss of the reservoir 
and abutment erosion. These concentrated seepage should 
be cut off as early as possible. The two minor ones have a 
slight impact on dam safety and water leakage, and need to 
be treated to prevent them from developing into larger ones. 
 In contrast with previous studies1,7,8,13,16, optimization 
trial amount decreases because of specified crossover 
fractions. The approximate crossover values can be obtai-
ned according to the minimum and stability of objective 
function values depending on crossover fractions. 

 Implementing ‘Fmincon’ effectively diminishes the  
objective function values from GA to different extents, 
which implies ‘Fmincon’ can being the optimization  
results closer to the global optimal. 
 Initial value constraints by AB accelerate the optimiza-
tion and reduce the computation duration, as verified by 
computation trial contrast. It is sound that the relative 
coefficient sizes are constrained according to the physical 
meanings of CSP seepage intensity. 
 The full-parameter hybrid optimization virtually elimi-
nates impacts by smaller CSPs on the longer ones. The 
resultant coefficients and locations of CSPs are closer to 
the real-world. 
 It is feasible for practical applications to locate multi-
passage seepage by this full-parameter hybrid GA. Com-
bining sub-step residual analysis and one-off solving  
eliminates the smaller CSP impact on higher seepage-
intense CSPs. Moreover, results are more accurate, and 
the process is more concise and easily integrated. 
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Three begomoviruses were identified based on  
complete genome sequence from weeds in Jabalpur, 
Madhya Pradesh, Central India. Alternanthera yellow 
vein virus (AlYVV; 2745 bp) was identified in Alter-

nanthera sessilis, Tobacco curly shoot virus (TbCSV; 
2766 bp) in Sida acuta, and Cotton Leaf curl Banga-
lore virus (CLCuBaV; 2750 bp) in Malvastrum coro-
mandelianum. A betasatellite DNA (1356 bp) was 
found associated with CLCuBaV, sharing sequence 
identity of 87–88% with those of other CLCuBaV iso-
lates. TbCSV was detected in the food legumes soy-
bean, black gram and pigeon pea, showing co-
infection with Mungbean yellow mosaic India virus 
(MYMIV). Whitefly Bemisia tabaci, the vector of be-
gomoviruses, harboured TbCSV and CLCuBaV at a 
high rate (10–60% and 5–30% respectively). The per-
centage of insects harbouring MYMIV was also ex-
tremely high (60–100), indicating that the whiteflies 
were viruliferous for multiple begomoviruses in this 
region. High population density of the whitefly and  
intensive cultivation of crop plants promote mixed  
infection of various begomoviruses in the fields of 
Central India.  
 
Keywords: Begomovirus, Bemisia tabaci, legumes 
crops, viruliferous status, weeds. 
 
GEMINIVIRUSES (family Geminiviridae) are single-
stranded DNA (ssDNA) viruses causing severe economic 
losses to agricultural production worldwide1. Gemini-
viruses possess a genome comprised of one or two circu-
lar ssDNA molecules of 2.5–2.8 kb (refs 2, 3). They 
exhibit considerable diversity in terms of their genome 
structure, and are presently classified into nine genera4,5. 
Begomovirus is the largest genus in family Geminiviridae 
that includes more than 320 begomovirus species5. Many 
of the begomoviruses consist of two genome components, 
referred to as DNA-A and DNA-B2,6. Several begomovi-
ruses were identified to have only a single component 
equivalent to DNA-A. However, some begomoviruses  
instead need another circular ssDNA component of  
approximately half the size of DNA-A to induce typical 
disease symptoms in their hosts3,7. 
 Begomoviruses are transmitted by the whitefly Bemisia 
tabaci Gennadius (Hemiptera: Aleyrodidae). This is a 
species complex8 and more than 35 putative species are 
included9–12. The whitefly, which infests many plant spe-
cies, transmits begomoviruses to various plants13. Bego-
moviruses are transmitted by whitefly in different crop 
plants in a circulative manner14,15. In Central India, B.  
tabaci is characterized as Asia I and II genetic groups16, 
whose population increases in the summer season (April–
June), and viruliferous whiteflies migrate into the fields 
of soybean that is a major crop in the kharif season 
(June–September). Population density of the whitefly is 
generally extremely high on legume plants and weeds in 
the fields of Central India in this season17.  
 Mungbean yellow mosaic India virus (MYMIV), a 
member of the genus Begomovirus, causes yellow mosaic 
disease (YMD) in legume plants, and is a threat for  
important food legumes such as soybean (Glycine max), 
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